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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the effects of complex
internals on the containment response of large
LMFBRs during energetic accidents. Results of a
series of analyses with the ALICE-II code
demonstrate quantitative structural and hydro-
dynamic effects from parametric variation of
reactor internal designs. Effects of various
upper internal structure treatments, structural
stiffness of the upper internal structure and
core support structure, and the location and
dimensions of internal components are examined.
Results indicate that reduction of primary
containment loads can be accomplished through
such means as confinement of the core region and
avoiding over-strengthened, rigid internals. A
study of the beneficial and adverse parameters
involved in primary containment response should
be helpful in optimizing designs for safety pur-
poses.

1. INTRODUCTION

Analysis of containment integrity during
severe accidents is a difficult problem since it
involves calculations of the rate of energy
release, fluid transients, and structural
response. The problem becomes further
complicated if one includes all the complex
internals within the primary vessel. These
structural components not only redirect the
coolant motion but also impose constraints on
pressure wave propagation and core expansion.
Therefore, the presence of these internals could
have a significant influence on the response of
reactor containment.

2. HCDA ANALYSIS

The ALICE-II code (1-4) has been developed
at Argonne National Laboratory to specifically
handle such primary containment phenomena as flow
through perforated structures, large material
distortions, multi-dimensional sliding
interfaces, flow around sharp corners, high'y-
contorted fluid boundaries, coolant spillage,
fluid-structure interaction, and slug impact. A
code such as ALICE-II, in modeling a wide range
of phenomena, is useful in a design effort to
arrive at optimal designs which minimize the risk
to primary containment. Me present here s.ime
examples of design studies illustrating the use
of ALICE-II in quantifying the effect of internal
structures on primary containment response during
energetic accidents. Upper internal structure
(UIS) designs, structural stiffness of the 'IS
and core support structure (CSS), and the
influence of core barrel and primary v-is«el
diameter are all examined.

3. INFLUENCE OF UIS FLOW PATHS

Pressure wave transients originating from
the core region are influenced by the flow paths
present in the UIS. In order to illustrate the
effects of the UIS flow paths on the overall
containment response, a model of a generic pool-
type reactor was created. A schematic of a pool
reactor primary system is presented in Fig. 1.
The primary system, fully contained within the
reactor vessel, includes primary pumps,
intermediate heat exchangers (IKXs), reactor
core, core support structure (CSS), and a
cylindrical internal vessel - the redan - which
separates the hot pool of sodium emerging from
the top of the core from the cooler bulk
sodium. Also shown are the triple rotating plugs
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in the deck, the upper internal structure (UIS)
suspended froic the plugs, and other components
which are supported by and penetrate the deck
structure.

It is evident that many flow paths exist
within the primary containment. Chiefly
important among these are the paths in the UIS,
for the HIS is the first structure encountered by
the coolant exiting the core, and its early
influence on directing pressure waves will
determine containment response in other locations
at later times. Three separate configurations
were analysed, shown in Figs. 2-4. The essential
difference among them is the UIS design which was
varied to simulate a) annular flow, b) a
horizontal guide plate, and c) a cylindrical
shroud with guide plate.

3.1 Computational Models
Figure 2 shows the ALICE-II model of the

pool reactor primary containment with an annular
UIS. This model is the base or reference
design. The essential features modeled include
the reactor core, tue sodium coolant, radial
shielding, redan, UIS, reactor vessel wall, core
support structure, an<: reactor cover. The redan
is modeled as an internal, cylindrical, thin
shell. A sodium-free surface is maintained to
model slug impact from vertically accelerated
sodium impinging on cha reactor cover. The force
on the cover is determined as impact occurs. The
reactor cover is modi-led as a rigid structure,
capable of vertic?l motion, and secured by
holddown bolts. The- core support structure is
modeled as a rigid structure at the bottom of the
primary vessel. It was made rigid to provide
identical response in each case and to help
direct the energy upward into the UI9 region of
interest.

The reactor cere consists of a core-gas
bubble with a prtssure-volume equation of
state. Initial core pressure is 23 HPa, and the
total expansion energy is calculated to be 1000
MJ. Since there is finite room lor expansion
within primary containment, the total energy is
not released, and a residual pressure ex;sts as
the system reaches dynamic equilibrium after the
excursion. The available volume for expansion
consists of the initial cover-gas volume plus the
added volume due to the radial deformation of the
primary vessel and Che upward motion of the
reactor cover.

In the reference case (Fig. 2), the UIS is
modeled as a right cylindrical obstacle with a
single annular flow channel of cross-sectional
area equivalent to the actual perforated plate.
The vertical annular opening extends through the
entire length of the UIS. In the second case
(Fig. 3), the UIS structure is elevated from the
core and contains a horizontal guide plate with
no axial flow pathj. This model permits
unrestricted expansion of the core-gas bubble
until the guide plate is encountered, prohibiting
all axial flow. The last case (Fig. 4) models
the UIS with the horizontal guide plate and a
cylindrical shroud. The complex flow paths in
this modified design require the fluid to flow in
through the bottom plate (50Z perforation ratio)
and out through the perforated cylindrical shroud
(perforation ratio 20%). Again, axial flow is

restricted by the guide plate which blocks the
direct vertical pathway to the reactor cover.

3.2 Results
The sudden expansion of the core-gas bubble

produces pressure waves within the sodium and
moves sodium out of the core region into the UIS
vicinity. By various means, due to the
differences in flow paths, the sodium eventually
impacts the reactor cover, spills over the redan,
and impacts the primary vessel wall. Variations
in these loads on the primary containment
boundary among the three cases studied are
significant, and lead to some general
conclusions.

Figure 5 gives a visualization of the core
disruption in the complex configuration
containing the horizontal guide plate and
cylindrical shroud. At 112 ras after the
initiation of the accident, the sodium has
impacted the underside of the reactor cover. The
core-gas bubble, by this time, has expanded into
the UIS as well as around it. Radial flow
through the cylindrical shroud is evident, as is
the presence of trapped sodium just below the
guide plate. The presence of the UIS shroud acts
as a partial blockage to radial flow and radial
pressure wave propagation, and the guide plate
acts as a complete blockage to upward axial flow
and pressure propagation. At 112 ms, the redan
has reached its maximum radial deformation of 26
cm, corresponding to a plastic strain of 7.7%.

At 360 ms the core pressure has been reduced
from its initial 23. MPa to 0.86 MPa. Since the
driving pressure in the core is now very low and
the available expansion volume within the primary
system has been used, the system will reach
dynamic equilibrium and the pressure waves will
be damped out in the large sodium pool.

The case of the UIS consisting of the
horizontal guide plate alone (see Fig. 3),
results were similar to the case just
discussed. Only a single flow path is available
to the acceleration sodium - the annular space
between the UIS and redan. Since the guide plate
acts as a blockage to axial flow, the initial
axial kinetic energy of the sodium must be
transformed into radial kinetic energy. It is
obvious, from the calculation, that this'
increases the stress on the redan. At 112 ms the
redan has already reached its maximum radial
deformation of 39 cm, corresponding to a plastic
strain of 10.7%. As the redan is deformed near
its midsection, the top edge is pulled downward,
allowing more flow from the hot pool inside the
redan to the cold pool outside.

In the case of the annular UIS, the core-gas
bubble expands into the UIS region within the
first 100 ms. It is important to note that the
sodium is accelerated inside the annulus as well
as around the outside of the UIS. The presence
of the UIS in separating the sodium flow results
in sodium impact at the reactor cover, with a
sodium slug which is no longer coherent. Peak
forces are thereby reduced. Even at 100 ms,
there is noticeable deformation of the redan
since much of the sodium has been diverted
radially between the UIS and redan. Most of the
energy released, however, is contained within the
hot pool, and strain energy is absorbed in the



structure present there. By 200 ms, the sodium
has begun to spill over the redan, but even at
360 n>9, vhen the redan has reached its maximum
deformation, the sodium between the redan and
primary vessel remains virtually undisturbed.
The maximum radial displacement of the redan was
19 cu, corresponding to a plastic strain of
5.2Z. The maximum circumferential strain of the
primary vessel was only 0.082.

3.3 Discussion
A summary of results for the three cases is

shown in Table 1. The core-gas bubble in the
annular case was confined least and,
consequently, was able to expand more easily and
release more energy char, the other cases. Also,
since there was freedom to expand axially, the
redan strain was the lowest of the three cases.
Of the two cases including the guide plate, the
redan strain was much lower in the model
containing the UIS shroud, since radial pressures
were attenuated by this structure. Primary
vessel strain behavior is proportional to the
redan strain for the three cases, but at a
negligible value, well within the elastic
range. The redan, therefore, is a useful
structural member for pressure attenuation as
well a? for separating the coolant pools.

The differences in the energy released from
the core during the excursion can be explained by
the degree of confinement of the core-gas
bubble. Before 100 ms the three cases are quite
similar. This would be expected since the
expanding bubble has not yet encountered the low-
hanging UIS in the annular or shroud case. After
this time, however, there is a very marked
influence on the rate of energy release. The
annular case allows the bubble to expand directly
to the reactor cover and, therefore, expands at a
higher rate. The other two cases are more
confined, with no vertical pathway through the
UIS. The extreme case of the UIS shroud with the
guide plate permits the slowest expansion of all.

The factor contributing most to reducing the
rate of energy release from the core is the
presence of the horizontal guide plate which
prevents vertical flow of sodium to the cover
region. In both cases where the guide plate was
present the total energy released during the
critical time of the accident was reduced, as was
the rate of energy released. There is some
additional mitigation of energy release due to
the lower perforated plate and UIS shroud in the
third case, but this is a second order effect.
In the reference case, with the annular pathway
through the UIS, the sodium is continuously
accelerated upward, releasing 100 HJ (27/0 more
energy from the core during this time period.
Not only does the slug have a direct pathway
through which it can impact the reactor cover,
but the slug has more kinetic energy imparted to
it. The complex model, including the guide plate
and the UIS shroud, exhibits the most desirable
features for accident accommodation.

4. INFLUENCE OF STRUCTURAL STIFFNESS

Pressure wave transients originating from
the core are also influenced by the degree of
structural stiffness designed into internals such

as the UIS and core support structure (CSS). A
schematic of a loop-type reactor primary system
is shown in Fig. 6. Surrounding the core are
various structures which may influence the course
of an energetic release by directing kinetic
energies and by energy absorption.

The initial axial kinetic energy from the
core, in general, imparts the major influence on
the primary containment boundary. Axially
accelerated sodium impacts the reactor cover and
the pressure waves generated during this action
generally leads to some deformation of the upper
portion of the primary vessel. Two of the
primary components affecting axial kinetic energy
are the UIS and CSS. In order to examine this
phenomenon, a series of cases were carried o>:t on
a loop-type LMFBR with various combinations of
perfectly rigid and deformable conditions tor the
UIS and CSS. Case 1 consisted of a rigid CSS
alone, without the UIS; Case 2 consisted of a
rigid UIS and rigid CSS; Case 3 consisted of a
deformable UIS and a deformable CSS; and Case 4
consisted of a rigid UIS and a deformable CSS.

4.1 Computational Models
The mathematical model used in the ALICE-II

analysis of this phenomenon is shown in Fig. 7.
It consists of a reactor core, core barrel,
radial shield, shield barrel, CSS, UIS, deflector
plate, baffle plates, and reactor vessel. In the
analysis the core barrel, radial shield, shield
barrel, baffle plates, and reactor vessel were
treated as deformable structures. The CSS is
supported by a deformable skirt. The UIS is
connected to the reactor head through connecting
column -s. The UIS flow paths are modelrid as
annular openings, and a deflector piste is
positioned between these flow paths and the
cove i:.

in Case 2, where the UIS is deformabla, the
supporting columns are modeled as 3-D pipe
elements. Initial lateral imperfections ware
introduced to allow buckling under the applied
loads on the UIS. In Cases 3 and 4, where the
CSS is deformable, this structure was simulated
by 2-D axisymmetric shell elements between a top
and bottom plate (see Fig. 7).

4.2 Results
Table 2 presents a summary of the data

obtained from these calculations. In al l of the
cases the ini t ia l source term was 23 MPa and the
duration of the excursion was about 200 ms. Slug
impact in Cases 2, 3, and 4 occurred around 75
ms. In Case I, with no UIS present, slug impact
occurred at 52 ms and produced much more severe
results .

Figure 8 shows the reactor configuration of
Case 3 (Deformable UIS and CSS) at several times
during the excursion. The results of this
calculation are enveloped within those of Cases 2
and 4, and the general fluid-structure phenomena
are similar among these cases. Slug impact
occurred at 75 ras in Case 3 after the sodium had
been accelerated upward between the UIS and core
barrel. The peak pressure on the cover from slug
impact was 50 MPa, and the maximum
circumferential strain on the primary vessel was
1.04Z



the results of Case 1 (no UIS) proved to be
very different from these other cases. Due to
the absence of the UIS and deflector plate the
slug impact occurred first in the central region
with a peak pressure 78% larger than that of Case
3. The transients effect on primary vessel
strain was a factor of two larger than the effect
on slug impact pressure. Maximum primary vessel
strain was 164% larger in Case 1 than Case 3.

4.3 Discussion

In general, the results show that there is a
benefit, in the form of decreased loading on
primary containment and lower strains in the
reactor vessel, from avoiding over-strengthened,
rigid internal structures. Results of the model
with deformable UIS and CSS (Case 3) showed a 6%
decrease in maximum vessel strain compared to the
Case 2 calculation with rigid UIS and CSS. Also,
the model with only the CSS deformable (Case 4),
showed a 21% reduction in vessel strain compared
to the rigid case (Case 2). Reduction of primary
vessel strain was accompanied by increased
deformation of these internal structures. Case 4
showed such a marked decrease since much of the
kinetic energy was directed downward from the
core. The rigid UIS helped to keep the energies
contained in the core region and produced a
delayed expansion into the cover region.

The detailed results in Table 2 show that
the upper wall deformation is more sensitive to
the deformability of the UIS, whereas the time of
slug impact and the peak pressure of slug impact
are more sensitive to the deformability of the
CSS, provided that the UIS is present in the
model. The importance of the CSS as an energy
absorbing structure is evident from Case 4 (Rigid
UIS; Deformable CSS). Case 4 exhibited the most
CSS deflection, the latest slug impact, the
smallest upper wall deformation, and a
comparatively low slug impact pressure. Without
an absolutely rigid CSS below the core region, a
significant portion of the energy is transformed
into negative axial kinetic energy (i.e.,
reduction of the 'gun-barrel' effect). The
perfectly rigid case (Case 2), on the other hand,
exhibited the earliest slug impact, the highest
impact pressure, and the largest vessel wall
deformation of the three cases with the UIS
present.

In addition, the ALICE-II analysis showed
that the inclusion of the UIS in the design,
whether it is assumed to be rigid or deformable,
contributes substantially to the mitigation of
slug impact pressures and primary vessel
deformation.

5. INFLUENCE OF RELATIVE DIMENSIONS

Containment loading is also a function of
the location of internals and the overall
dimensions involved. With a specified energy
potential within the core, the geometry of the
internals and the overall dimensions of the
system play a key role in the mechanical loading
of the primary containment boundary. An
examination of these effects have been performed
on a model of the large-scale loop reactor shown
in Fig. 6.

5.1 Computational Models
Three different models were used to examine

the effects of design dimensions. Figure 9 shows
one of the ALICE-II mathematical models. In each
model the core barrel, radial shield, baffle
plates, skirt, and reactor vessel are treated as
deformable structures. The UIS and CSS are
treated as rigid. A total core potential energy
of 1,000 HI was input as the source term for the
analysis of each model. The UIS assembly is
supported by a rigid cylindrical shell attached
to the reactor cover.

Model A, for these calculations, was
considered the base case. The primary vessel
radius was 6.36 m, the core barrel radius was
3.78 m, and the base of the UIS and the top of
the core barrel were at the same elevar ion.
Model B was created with the same dimensions, but
the UIS in this case was elevated 0.91 m jhove
the core barrel elevation. Model C, shown in
Fig. 9, not only contained the elevated UIS, but
the primary vessel radius was increased to 7.32 m
and the core barrel radius was decreased to 3.15

5.2 Results
As the 1000 MJ source term in the reactor

core releases its energy, large fluid motion and
structural deformation occurs within the primary
system. Reactor configurations o'f model C at
three different times are presented in Fig. 10.
The core-gas bubble becomes severely distorted as
it pushes the sodium through the UIS and anund
the core barrel, into the upper portion of the
vessel. Deformations of the upper vessel and the
horizontal baffles are clear from the figure. In
this case, with the UIS elevated, there is more
room for core expansion and sodium flow. Slug
impact occurred at 75 ms and the maximum vessel
strain of 1.08% occurred shortly afterw;rd.
Results of the three models are summarized in
Table 3.

5.3 Discussion

A comparison of Models A and B points out
the effect of elevating the UIS above the level
of the core barrel. It is evident, from Table 3,
that raising the UIS caused slug impact to occur
17 ms earlier than the 75 ms in Model A.
Accompanying this accelerated expansion was 100%
increase in peak cover pressure. A 17% increase
in peak cover force, and a 58% increase in
maximum vessel strain. Elevating the UIS allowed
more room for core expansion early in the
excursion, when the potential energy was
greatest. The core-gas bubble rapidly expands
upward, around the top of the core barrel, and
into the large upper pool of sodium.

A comparison of Models B and C points out
the effects of increasing the primary vessel
diameter. A 15% increase in the vessel diameter
caused a 49% reduction in peak cover pressure, a
17% reduction in peak cover force, and a 40%
reduction of primary vessel strain. Slug impacc
time was also delayed from 58 ms in Model B to 75
ms in Model C. Although the UIS elevation is
identical for these models, the inventory of
sodium within the primary vessel is larger in
Model C, and there is an additional cover gas
volume available for core expansion. Due to the



added sodium, Che core energy release is slower,
and Che eventual impact pressures are damped by
Che larger pool.

I t is evident that elevat ing the UIS and
increasing Che vessel diameter are competing
design parameters in term of safety analysis. As
ic happens in these cases, the combination of
raising the UIS and simultaneously increasing the
vessel diameter (Model A vs. Model C) by the
dimensions specified in Table 3, causes an almost
exact offset of these effects .

6. CONCLUSIONS

These examples i l lus t r a t e the u t i l i t y of the
ALICE-II code in quantifying the effects of
internal structure designs on containment
loading. I t has been shown that the UIS design,
the s t ructural properties of the UIS and CSS, and
the reactor dimensions play key roles in the
hydrodynamic and structural response of the
primary system during energetic accident
situations. The relative position and
configuration of the UIS, th« radius of the core
barrel, and the diameter of the primary vessel
are all parameters which control the release of
energy from the core.

It can be generally concluded that
confinement of the initial stages of an energetic
excursion within the core region, by means of a
low-hanging, rigid UIS or by providing only
certain circuitous flow paths out of the core
region contributes greatly to mitigating the
effects of the energetics on the containment
boundary. In addition, the redirection of
vertically accelerated sodium by means of a guide
plate or perforated UIS structures is extremely
useful in presen' ing significant loads on the
reactor cover. Also demonstrated in the examples
were the design parameters of structural
stiffness and relative dimensions. The energy
absorbing capacity of internals or the damping
effects of a large sodium inventory should be
kept in mind. Care must be taken during the
design process in fast reactors to optimize
designs for safety as well as for efficient
operat ion.
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Table 1

Reactor
Model

Annular UIS

UIS Guide Plate

Guide Plate and
UIS Shroud

At 360
Core

Pressure (MPa)

0.59

0.80

0.86

ms,
Core Energy

Released (MJ)

469.

383.

364.

Max. Redan
Strain CS)

5.2

10.7

7.7

Max. Vessel
Strain (Z)

0.08

0.15

0.13

Table 2

UIS

CSS

Max. Pressure
Zone 9 (MPa)

Max. Cover
Pressure (MPa)

Max. Vessel
Strain (Z)

Slug Impact
Time (s)

UIS
Displacement (era)

CSS
Displacement (cm)

Case 1

Rigid

71.

89.

2.75

52.

Case 2

Rigid

Rigid

26.

59.

1.11

71.

Case 3 Case 4

Deformable Rigid

Deformable Deformabl«;

22.

50.

1.04

75.

21.

64.

22.

41.

0.71

78.

68.

Table 3

Model

A

B

C

UIS
Elevat ion
Above Core
Barrel (m)

0

0.91

0.91

Primary
Vessel
Radius

(m)

6.36

6.36

7.32

Slug
Impact
Time
(s)

75

58

Max.
Cover

Pressure
(MPa)

5.8

11.8

6.0

Max.
Total
Cover

Force (MN)

1300

1518

1250

Max.
Vessel
Strain
(%)

1.13

1.79

1.08
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